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n Gold fell to a 3-1/2 week low on Tuesday as hawkish comments from Federal
Reserve officials in the previous session sent the dollar to a two-month high
against a currency basket.

n The prospect of an early rate hike, as indicated by Fed meeting minutes
released last week, and a strengthening dollar have pushed gold down nearly
4 percent so far in May, putting it on track for its biggest monthly decline since
November.

n Gold is highly sensitive to rising interest rates, which lift the opportunity cost
of holding the non-yielding metal, while boosting the dollar, in which it is priced.
Spot gold was down 0.5 percent at $1,242.95 an ounce, while gold futures for
June delivery were down $7.90 an ounce at $1,243.60.

n We had more hawkish noises yesterday, with a trio of Fed speakers lining up
to say that June or July are live meetings for considering a rate increase. The
dollar's in the ascendancy this morning, against the euro and the basket as
well, and gold is coming under pressure.

n Senior Fed officials on Monday said that rates being kept too low for too long
could cause financial instability, and that the U.S. central bank would continue
with rate increases next year.

n The Fed's policymakers are scheduled to speak this week and are expected
to back the case for a rate hike within months. Fed Chair Janet Yellen will be
at a panel event hosted by Harvard University on Friday.

n Holdings in the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, SPDR Gold
Shares, rose 0.38 percent to 872.52 tonnes on Monday. There appears to be
good demand for gold at $1,243-44 so it will be interesting to see whether this
level will prove to be a triple bottom. If it does break through convincingly, there
could be a fresh wave of liquidation.

August Comex Gold futures are under pressure today.

A stronger dollar and firmer equity prices are behind

the selling pressure. Technically, the main trend is

down according to the daily swing chart. The market

is in no position to change the trend to up, but we

could see a reversal bottom if the selling pressure

dries up and shorts decide to cover. The short-term

range is 1211.80 to 1308.00. Its retracement zone is

$1259.90 to $1248.50. After consolidating inside this

zone for three days, sellers are attempting to take out

the lower or Fibonacci level at $1248.50. This is a sign

of weakness. The main range is $1049.40 to $1308.00.

Its retracement zone at $1178.70 to $1148.20 is the

primary downside target. A sustained move under

$1248.50 will indicate the presence of sellers.

n Gold futures settled lower yesterday for a fourth

session in a row

n The expectation that the Fed could raise interest

rates next month drove gold prices to their lowest

levels since late April

n June gold fell by $1.40, or 0.1%, to settle at

$1,251.50 an ounce

n A host of Fed speakers this week is expected to

reaffirm a higher-rate stance

n Higher interest rates would presumably lift dollar

demand, dampening buyer interest in dollar-priced

precious metals
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n Oil fell for a fifth consecutive day today on rising production from major exporters,
and as the dollar strengthened. U.S. crude futures dropped 15 cents to $47.93
a barrel, having settled down 33 cents the day before.

n Iraq's oil output has reached 4.7 million barrels per day (bpd) and exports are
running at a record 3.9 million bpd, the state-run Iraqi Media Network reported
on Tuesday, citing Deputy Oil Minister Fayadh al-Nema.

n Investor focus was shifting back to global oversupply after a wildfire hit exports
from Canada, while protests disrupted Nigerian production. A meeting of the
OPEC exporter group, including Iran, is scheduled for June 2.

n Plans for a deal between OPEC and non-OPEC producers to shore up crude
prices by freezing output fell apart in April when Saudi Arabia demanded that
Iran, its main rival for influence in the region, participate.

n Iran's Deputy Oil Minister Rokneddin Javadi was quoted on Sunday as saying
the country's crude export capacity will reach 2.2 million barrels by the middle
of summer. The dollar index rose on Tuesday, making dollar-priced oil more
expensive for holders of other currencies.

n A strike in France hampered demand for crude oil in Europe as refineries were
disrupted by pickets. French police using water cannon and tear gas broke up
a strike picket that was blocking access to a large oil refinery in the southern
port area of Marseille in a government-versus-union showdown over labor law
reforms.

n The American Petroleum Institute releases inventory data on Tuesday, while
figures from the U.S. government's Energy Information Administration come
on Wednesday. U.S commercial crude stocks likely fell by around 2.5 million
barrels to 538.8 million in the week ended May 20, a Reuters poll of economists
showed.

The WTI Crude Oil market fell initially during the day

on Monday, but found enough support just above the

$47 level to turn things around slightly. We recently

formed not only a shooting star, but we have also

formed a hammer. The shows just how much conflict

we see in the markets right now, and as a result you

have to think of this as more or less a very tight

consolidation range. Below current trading there is a

significant amount of support at the $46 level, so any

pullback to that area will more than likely find buyers.

A supportive candle in that general vicinity would be

reason enough to get involved to the upside. The same

thing can be set up we break above the $50 handle,

although that looks a little difficult to do at the moment.

In the meantime, we prefer buying short-term pullbacks

for short-term gains. Brent markets fell a bit during the

course of the day on Monday as well.

n Oil prices fell as the dollar strengthens and supply

concerns grow

n U.S West Texas Intermediate, is trading down

0.69% at $47.75 a barrel

n Later today preliminary data will be released

by the API about the level of crude in storage

in the U.S

n The supply picture is stronger, Canada�s oil

sands production expected to resume shortly

after wildfires shut down

n Ahead of the meeting, Libyan exports could return

to the market
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n Silver enjoyed a positive shift in sentiment in the first quarter largely due to an
impressive rally in gold prices, which itself was driven by a weaker dollar and
a steep fall in US real interest rates amid renewed risk aversion and lower Fed
tightening expectations.

n Investors expect sentiment to remain positively skewed in the second quarter,
which should translate into further ETF and speculative demand, mainly because
risk aversion should prevail amid a macroeconomic environment challenged
by growing political uncertainty.

n Importantly, the gold-silver ratio, which averaged 79 in the first quarter, hit an
extremely high historical level, making silver look relatively cheap compared
to gold at current price levels.

n The ratio could revert toward its longer-term average of 62, which would result
in a considerable outperformance of silver relative to gold. Against this backdrop,
silver could surprise to the upside and reach new year-to-date highs in the
second quarter.

n Silver prices kicked off the last trading week on a high note. After closing at
$17.08 per ounce on Friday, May 13, the price of silver opened for trading on
Monday, May 16, at $17.29. Although prices weakened throughout the day,
they still closed at $17.12 for a gain of 0.2%.

n Thanks to the release of the April FOMC minutes, Wednesday is when the
silver price action began. The metal quickly priced in the hawkish sentiment
of the U.S. Federal Reserve, which indicated that an April rate hike had support
and a June rate hike was firmly on the table.

n Silver prices reacted by plunging to $16.81. However, the metal recouped
some losses and closed at $16.88 for a 2% loss on the day. The sharp surge
in the dollar after the minutes was clear.

Silver markets initially tried to rally during the course

of the session on Monday, but turned right back around

to lose 0.75%. There is a significant amount of support

just below the $16.20 level though, and most certainly

at the $16.00 level. With this, it�s probably only a matter

time before the buyers return near that supportive

area, so we are simply waiting to see signs of life in

this market that we can start buying on. We have no

interest in selling at this point in time, but of course

will have to continue to monitor the market. The trend

is bearish below the March 19 high of $16.89, as it is

one of the several swing highs created following price

reaching a high of $17.36 on May 16. The preceding

swing high of the March 19 high is the intraday high

of $17.15, formed on May 18. A more recent swing

high is the March 20 high of $16.63 in short term

technical chart.

n Today's silver prices are down another 0.5% to

$16.46 � the lowest since April 18

n Silver fell mostly following the rise in the U.S

dollar, which is near its highest level in over a

month

n Silver prices have been battling the U.S Dollar

Index (DXY) all year. In recent weeks, the dollar's

been winning

n Just three weeks ago, prices topped the $18

level.

n The fundamental indicators for the silver

price remain bullish
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